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Clients do not buy features, they buy benefits. The equipment you need to purchase coffee and espresso
machines, appliances, shelving and storage, etc. Ferraris are awesome but you're unlikely to sell many where I
live. Check out sales materials and promotional literature. Have I forged any strategic industry relationships
that will be instrumental in driving growth? How To Format Your Business Plan You might be a prodigy in
quantum mechanics, but if you show up to your interview rocking cargo shorts and lime green Crocs, you can
probably guess what the hiring manager is going to notice first. However, it's a mistake to think that only
cash-starved startups need business plans. Have I reached any customers yet? This is a ton of work. Even if
you consider some of only peripheral significance, you need to address these concerns by providing the
information. Think of it this way: The Products and Services section answers the "what" question for your
business. In what ways will you adapt if your initial efforts do not succeed? They require very different
amounts of labor and not always with proportionately different results. If we do not differentiate ourselves in
terms of quality, convenience, and service, we could face additional competition from other entrants to the
market. In other words, what applicable, relevant background do they bring to the table? A good business plan
anticipates and accounts for new competitors. Before beginning the arduous and costly task of trademarking it
worldwide, Walker used a business plan complete with sales forecasts to convince big retailers it would be a
good idea to promise to carry the goods. Senior citizens could very well have a lower income level than males
or females age 45 to 55 in the prime of their careers. For the purposes of your business plan, narrow your
focus and focus on answering these main questions: What is your market? A common mistake made by
entrepreneurs is assuming they will simply "do it better" than any competition. While that return could simply
be greater cash flow, good marketing plans result in higher sales and profits. Can I differentiate myself from
the competition in a way customers will find meaningful? Need actual charts? A plan intended strictly for
internal use may also omit some elements that would be important in one aimed at someone outside the firm.
Assume that your readers are going to skim your plan rather than read it word-for-word and treat it as an
opportunity to grab their attention with color graphics, tables, and charts especially with financial forecasts , as
well as product images, if applicable. Fit and finish are liable to be quite different in a working plan. The
primary goal of your Executive Summary is to provide your readers with a high level overview of your
business plan as a whole by summarizing the most important aspects in a few short sentences. Create multiple
opportunities from a single line of expertise. The in-town bike shops will be strong competitors. The services
the company provides are made attractive in order to maintain a certain percentage of B2B and B2C clients.
You need financing , or additional financing. But anybody beginning or extending a venture that will consume
significant resources of money, energy or time, and that is expected to return a profit, should take the time to
draft some kind of plan. We look for functional prototypes and customer development and most importantly,
scalability. There are very short plans, or miniplans. Funding Quick Overview The ask! Your marketing plan
should clearly identify benefits customers will receive. What is their market share? Spending ability is
important. You should already have a feel for the competition's strengths and weaknesses You can also
include information about your exit strategy IPO, acquisition, merger?


